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RENOVATON CHECKLST

Gearing up for your next remodeling project.
D

Decide on your budget and how you will
finance your new project.

• Options for a remodel include: cash, credit card,
home equity loan, and Builders Surplus financing.

D

Figure out your style.

• There are so many facets to discovering what design
style you like. At Builders Surplus, we have designers on
site that can help you narrow down ideas and get you
started on your custom renovation.

D

Will you be selling or staying after this
renovation?

• Factor in whether or not you will be remaining in
this home. If you are planning on remodeling to sell your
house, you will want to cater design choices towards
potential buyers.

D

Is this a major remodel?

• Renovations that involve plumbing, electricity,
foundation leveling, and removing walls typically call for
a professional eye and can be quite an undertaking.
Before starting construction, consult a professional to
ensure your safety and making sure your ideas are up to
code.

D

OIY vs. Professional

SHOP ONLINE: WWW.BUILDERSSURPLUS.US

• There are plenty of projects that can be completed
with your two hands! There are multiple resources on our blog, Youtube channel, Instagram, and Pinterest boards that
can assist you with your many projects. We have the option of professional installation services in the case you don't want
to do it yourself!

D

Shop local.

• You can easily become a number inside of a big box store, so why not utilize local vendors? Builders Surplus's goal
is to take the pain out of remodeling and we offer unused, first quality products at incredible prices.

D

Choose materials that fit your lifestyle ANO plan for the future.

• Whether you are a a pet owner, a mother of three, a crafter, or a brand new homeowner, our designers take your
lifestyle into account. A person with a puppy would choose different flooring than a bachelor, and the family with kids
would consider a stain resistant countertop. Use our experts' knowledge in order to choose the right products for your
remodel.

D

Get the most out of your new investment.

• By purchasing energy efficient and eco-friendly products, you will be saving money and that can be put towards
your next renovation project.

Want additional FREE renovation and interior design resources? Tap here to receive our newsletter!

